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MEETING NOTICE
Dr. Thomas Abler of the University of Waterloo Anthropology
Department has kindly agreed to speak at this month's meeting on Iroquois
Cannibalism : Fact Not Fiction. One of Dr. Abler 1 s research interests
has been the ethnohistory of the Five Nations Iroquois and hence his
presentation topic.
Members will also be treated to a short film this month concerning
Tutankhamen - a timely topic considering our Society's Egyptian tours this
fall! Meeting time is 8:00 P.M. on Thursday, October 8, at the Museum of
Indian Archaeology.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Our Chapter executive meeting in Thamesford on September 30
was well attended.

Topics of discussion included the upcoming Chapter

executive elections, future speakers and the Chapter's Harrietsville
excavation project. Regarding the former, Mr. Bob Mayer will be asked
once more to head up the nominating committee; so, if there are any
aspiring executives among our membership, you know who to contact.
Considerable annoyance has been expressed by a number of
Chapter members in regards to extreme delays experienced this year in
receiving archaeological licenses. Some members have yet to receive them
and in fact, first learned of their license issuance through a recentAvoh
Notes (81-4) article. Consequently, our president requests that members
be prepared to discuss administrative problems relating to the archaeological
aspects of the Ontario Heritage Act at this month's meeting,in order that a
letter concerning this subject may be sent to the Ontario Heritage Foundation.

SOCIAL NOTES

A car pool to this year's O.A.S. Symposium in Midland is being
organized.

Those members wishing to participate should contact Jim at the

upcoming meeting or by calling 285-2379.
The Michigan Archaeological Society fall workshop entitled
In Pursuit of the Paleo Hunter II is being held in Munroe, Michigan on Sunday

October 18. Dr. William Roosa of the University of Waterloo will be speaking,
along with other well known archaeologists, such as James Adovasio (University

of Pittsburgh Dennis Stanford (Smithsonian Institution) and Richard Gramly
(Buffalo Museum of Science).

The registration fee is $10.00. A car pool

to this meeting is also a possibility, depending on your interest!
Work continues at the Harrietsville village. Excavations in the
first midden area have exposed some undisturbed deposits which will be
collected for flotation and a second midden has been opened. Trenching
of an adjacent corn field will be initiated in an attempt to locate a
longhouse, plus evidence of the now obliterated surrounding earthwork/
palisade. Chapter members who wish to participate in our project should
contact Jim Keron.

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION PROGRAMME : A QUIET SUCCESS
WILLIAM A, FOX

This volunteer programme was first established in 1977 as an
attempt to involve an existing pool of responsible amateur archaeologists
throughout Southwestern Ontario in the Ministry of Culture and Recreation's
archaeological resource management activities. It has since expanded to
include 23 members situated from Niagara Falls to Leamington to Tobermory
in the north. As the careers of both staff archaeologists in the London
regional office had begun with youthful amateur research, they were well
aware of the potential contribution of the non-professional. Amateurs
have always been the dominant source of site location information, a situation
which is just beginning to change as a result of development oriented contract
surveys and the extensive Ministry inventories undertaken throughout the
province over the last five years. These persons have always had a greater

knowledge than the professional of exactly what was happening on archaeological
sites in their area. They are able to observe deterioration or outright

destruction of archaeological resources through events such as natural erosion,
as well as land owners' cultivation and/or development plans on local sites.
What our programme has attempted is to develop a system, an organization, to
coordinate such activity.
The value of coordination is in uniformity of product, and this
has been manifested in two important ways: quality or level of reporting, and
a more continuous geographic distribution of archaeological inventory.

There

are certain portions of Southwestern Ontario, such as Dufferin and Huron
Counties, which still remain virtually unknown. The value of having site
data equivalent to a completed Archaeological Site Record form for all
archaeological remains in the Southwest is undoubted, and it may not be
a mere pipe dream as the programme continues.

It is obvious that such

a comprehensive regional inventory will have to be envisioned in decades,
rather than years; however, it must continue if we are to have the basic
information we require for an enlightened programme of archaeological
site conservation.
Unlike the Province of British Columbia's former archaeological
warden programme our programme does not have an enforcement emphasis.
(1976)

Sneed

described the responsibilities of B.C.'s volunteer wardens as

primarily "enforcement of the archaeological aspects of the Archaeological
and Historic Sites Protection Act, including reporting violations of the
Act and reporting on site locations; and education of the public regarding
the Act's provisions and the philosophy of site protection".
While our conservation officers may become involved in all
of the above activities during their tenure, the primary objectives of the

1. Datum, Summer, 1976.
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Southwestern Ontario programme have concerned the methodical and intensive
survey of each county and the reporting of sites threatened with destruction.
Programme members generally obtain a license for surface collection and
limited test pitting (where necessary) in their geographic area, and often
enlist the aid of other local amateurs in their projects. In addition to field
field work, they document local private collections, and maintain communications
with local heritage groups and institutions, as well as developers and development
planning agencies. Many are active in the O.A.S. and some have been instrumental
in establishing local chapters.
It must be emphasized that since A.C.P. is a volunteer programme
in which private individuals can only donate a limited amount of their time,
the aforementioned surveys and various other activities proceed at a rate
which is convenient to the individual conservation officers. Their
involvement of course varies widely, depending on the work hours and other
private commitments of the individuals.

Obviously those persons who volunteer to accept the responsibilities
of this programme are extremely dedicated students of archaeology and have a
sincere concern for archaeological resource conservation - amateurs in the
eighteenth century sense. These people are involved for the love of it and
consequently, derive satisfaction from a job well done - and frustration in
trying to apply the Ontario Heritage Act, no doubt. While there is no way to
fully compensate their contribution, the Ministry provides conservation-officers
with annual weekend technical sessions and programme review meetings;government
identification cards; access to the Ministry's regional research facilities,
including equipment and reference collections; a set of 1:25,000 or 1:50,000
scale topographic maps of each member's area; field notebooks and report

production support services.

In addition, most universities and many museums

across the region are working with local conservation officers. Assistance
received by members has ranged from lay-out space to storage space to advice
concerning archaeological data interpretation.
Over the last five years, the Archaeological Conservation
Programme has repeatedly re-affirmed its value through ongoing county
inventories, productive communication with developers,and in the host
of successful rescue excavations stemming from members' reports and
made possible by their commitment of time and labour. This season alone,
A.C.O.'s have been instrumental in the successful completion of Ministry
rescue projects at the Calvert, Dymock, Simons, Adder Orchard, Cooper and
Monarch Knoll sitesjseveral of which required massive amounts of volunteer
labour. Reports from members in previous years have resulted in several
major salvage projects undertaken by other institutions, such as McMaster .
University and the University of Windsor.
The success and contribution of the Archaeological Conservation
Programme membership has been recognized by archaeological resource
conservation agencies across Canada. In fact the A.C.P. was compared with
similar U.S. and Australian programmes in a recent issue of Datum, a British
Columbia heritage newsletter.

While local newspaper coverage has begun to note

the varied activities of our volunteers, most of Ontario is still unaware
of the tremendous contribution to our heritage made by these public spirited
citizens.

GENESEE POINTS
SIZE: Genesee points range in length from 45-115 mm; in
part, this wide variation is due to resharping and
repointing (e.g. the stubby bladed point illustrated in
the bottom right). Widths vary from 25-60 mm, most
falling between 30 and 45 mm. Stem widths range from
15-28 mm although most specimens measure between 20 and
25 mm. Maximum thickness ranges from 7-13 mm.
SHAPE: Blade configuration is variable: convex shapes
are the most common. Concavo-convex (ogival) blades are
found, particularly in the Niagara Peninsula. Stems are
straight sided, but some specimens have stems that are
somewhat expanding or contracting. Bases are usually
slightly concave. Cross-sections are lenticular.

FLAKING: The flaking is usually well executed. The primary
retouching, which entirely covers both faces, consists of
wide, expanding flake scars. Secondary or marginal retouchinc
is used where it is required to produce an even, sharp edge.
The sides of the stem and the base often display slight
grinding (or haft wear) but this is rarely as pronounced as it is in many Paleo-Indian and
earlier Archaic points.
RAW MATERIAL: Onondaga chert is the most popular material, especially near outcrop sources
in the Grand River - Niagara Peninsula area. In the Lake Huron and St. Clair drainages,
Kettle Point chert and coarse-grained rocks (particularly greywacke) are commonly used.
DISTRIBUTION:
province.

In southwestern Ontario, most Genesees are found in the Carolinian biotic

AGE AND CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS: Late Archaic. The Ontario Genesee points probably date to
sometime between 1900 and 1400 B.C. The one available carbon date for southwestern Ontario
is 1830 B.C. (from the Ausable River). Similar stemmed, broad-bladed points (sometimes
called "broadpoints" or "broadspears") are found widely over the Eastern U.S. during the
second mi 11 eniurn B.C.

REMARKS: Many of the points were produced from a distinctive five-sided or pentagonal preform.
The specimens made from greywacke and similar "rough" rocks are usually called "Satchell"
points by archaeologists working in Michigan.

NINETEENTH CENTURY NOTES
GLASS BEADS/PART Two

THOMAS KENYON

On the Lower Grand River sites, beads with ground facets are the predominant
type, composing 78% of the total number of necklace beads (see chart on right).
The facetted beads come from both Six Nations and European sites, which range
from c.1820 to c.1870 in date. Types 14 to 21 are made from a drawn, hollow
cane having 5, 6 or 7 sides (in cross-section). On types 15 to 20, facets
are hand ground on the corners of the beads, but in the beads' centre leaving
part of the original longitudinal facetting. The grinding may be uneven, so
that the facetted corners range from being symmetrical to
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Hexagonal, opaque light ultramarine blue, ends broken,

not facetted, site G.
Pentagonal, transparent light cobalt blue, total of
twenty facets, site I.
Hexagonal, transparent ultramarine blue, perforation
large, total of eighteen facets, sites G, B, N.

Hexagonal, two layer construction; outer layer

transparent ultramarine blue, inner layer translucent

light blue; total of eighteen facets, sites A,B,G,J,N,F.

Sizes vary from 5mm diam. X 4mm length to 9mm diam. X 8mm
length.

Hexagonal, three layer construction; outer layer transparent
ultramarine blue, middle layer translucent light blue,
inner layer transparent ultramarine blue; eighteen facets,
site N.
Heptagonal, two layer construction; outer layer transparent
ultramarine blue, inner layer translucent light blue; total
of twenty-one facets, site F.
Heptagonal, three layer construction; outer layer transparent
ultramarine blue, middle layer translucent light blue, inner
layer transparent ultramarine blue; twenty-one facets, site G.
21. Hexagonal, transparent light cobalt blue, ends
like a half-barrel with qrooves, site J.

22. Elliptical, one end protruding to a flattened teat,
transparent light green, wire wound, site B.
23. Loop-shaped, transparent cream, wire wound, site J.
24. Round, opaque pale turquoise blue, two-piece moulded.
Three beads all from site D. The three beads are
different in size suggesting a "graduated" necklace.
D R A W I N G S ACTUAL SIZE

